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Early detection of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is critical for the effective treatment. Alpha fetoprotein (AFP) 

serum level is currently used for HCC screening, but the cutoff of the AFP test has limited sensitivity (~50%), 

indicating a high false negative rate. We have successfully demonstrated that cancer derived DNA biomarkers can 

be detected in urine of patients with cancer and can be used for the early detection of cancer (Jain et al., 2015; Lin 

et al., 2011; Song et al., 2012; Su, Lin, Song, & Jain, 2014; Su, Wang, Norton, Brenner, & Block, 2008). By 

combining urine biomarkers (uBMK) values and serum AFP (sAFP) level, a new classification model has been 

proposed for more efficient HCC screening. Several criterions have been discussed to optimal the cutoff for uBMK 

score and sAFP score. A joint distribution of sAFP and uBMK with point mass has been fitted using maximum 

likelihood method. Numerical results show that the sAFP data and uBMK data are very well described by proposed 

model. A tree-structured sequential test can be optimized by selecting the cutoffs. Bootstrap simulations also show 

the robust classification results with the optimal cutoff. 

Keywords: Classification Model, Biomarker Data Analysis, Joint Distribution, Sensitivity, Specificity, Liver 

Cancer. 

Introduction 
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the world’s 2nd leading cause of cancer death, 83% of patients die 

within 5 years and is now one of the fastest growing cancers in the United States (Block, Mehta, Fimmel, & 
Jordan, 2003; Davis et al., 2008; Di Bisceglie et al., 2003; El Serag, 2001; Ferlay J, 2013; Howlader N, 2016; 
Marrero, 2006). Although the 5-year relative survival rate for patients with liver cancer is low, among patients 
in whom cancer is found at an early stage, the 5-year survival rate is 31% compared with only 3% in patients in 
whom the cancer is found after it has spread to distant organs (American Cancer Society, 2017). Early detection 
is critical for the effective treatment of HCC (A. Lok & McMahon, 2001; Marrero & Pelletier, 2006). The 
current standard marker, serum alpha fetoprotein (sAFP) is of limited value with only 40-60% sensitivity for all 
stages of HCC (Bruix & Sherman, 2011; Wright, Kreikemeier, & Fimmel, 2007). Unfortunately, sAFP 
consistently has lower sensitivity (25-50%) and specificity (75-90%) in detecting early HCC (stage I/II) as 
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compared to advanced HCC (A. S. Lok et al., 2010; Marrero et al., 2009; Marrero et al., 2005; Singal et al., 
2012). It is nearly impossible to detect HCC early using current methods, even when a well-defined, high-risk 
population infected with the hepatitis C virus (HCV) or hepatitis B virus (HBV), which includes 90% of all 
HCC cases, can be identified (Bruix & Sherman, 2011; Smith, Cokkinides, Brooks, Saslow, & Brawley, 2010). 
The need for a more sensitive screening test to detect HCC early to improve the prognosis is urgent. 

We have successfully demonstrated that cancer derived DNA biomarkers can be detected in urine of 
patients with cancer and can be used for the early detection of cancer (Hann et al., 2017; Jain et al., 2015; Lin et 
al., 2011; Song et al., 2012; Su et al., 2014; Su et al., 2008). The purpose of this article is to propose a process 
to improve early detection of HCC by combining sAFP and urine biomarkers (uBMK). The method proposed 
in this article can easily be extended to using multiple test processes. 

Data and Method 
The sAFP and uBMK data used in our study were collected from 203 non-HCC patients either cirrhosis 

(106) or hepatitis (97) and 84 HCC patients. The serum AFP values and urine samples were obtained from 
three different sources under institutional review board approvals and with written informed consent of the 
patients from the National Cheng-Kung University Medical Center, Taiwan; Buddhist Tzu Chi Medical Center 
in Hualien, Taiwan; and non-identifiable archived urine samples collected from patients with hepatitis, 
provided from Trovagene, Inc (San Diego, CA, USA). 

Urine DNA Isolation and Bisulfite Treatment 
Freshly collected urine was immediately mixed with 0.5 mol/L EDTA, pH 8.0, to a final concentration of 

10 mmol/L EDTA and stored at −70°C. Total urine DNA was isolated by adding an equal volume of 6 mol/L 
guanidine thiocyanate (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to thawed urine as described previously. The LMW urine DNA, 
DNA less than 1 kb, was obtained from total urine DNA using carboxylated magnetic beads (Agentcourt 
Bioscience Corporation, Beverly, MA), as previously developed by us. Bisulfite (BS) treatment was performed 
using EZ DNA Methylation-Lightning™ Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) following manufacturer’s 
guidelines. 

HCC urine Biomarker Quantification 
TP53249T mutation detection assay was performed in duplicate using the low molecular weight urine 

DNA from 200-500 µl of urine per reaction as per the manufacturer's specifications (JBS Science, Inc). Both 
methylation (mRASSF1A and mGSTP1) detection assays were performed in duplicate using the bisulfite treated 
low molecular weight urine DNA from 200-500 µl of urine per reaction as per the manufacturer's specifications 
(JBS Science, Inc). All biomarker values below the lower limit of detection (LLOD) have been replaced by half 
of LLOD value for analysis purpose. 

Logistic model with sAFP has been established for HCC screening by using cutoff 0.224 ng/mL to achieve 
63.1% sensitivity and keep 90.1% specificity, which is comparable to the results reported in literature (Singal et 
al. 2012; Lok et al. 2012; Marrero et al, 2009; Marrero et al. 2005). 

Three urine biomarkers (TP53249T, mRASSF1A, and mGSTP1) have been shown in previous studies to be 
associated with HCC in high incidence (Csepregi et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2010; Harder et al., 2008; Jain et al., 
2012; Jain et al., 2015; Katoh et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2011; Moribe et al., 2009; Su et al., 2014; 
Yang, Guo, Herman, & Clark, 2003). Urine biomarker HCC screening model has been built using logistic 
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model with the linear combination of 3 urine biomarkers. The cutoff based on the uBMK linear score is 0.2 to 
achieve 84.5% sensitivity and 90.1% specificity, where uBMK linear score is calculated as 0.1118×TP53249T 
+ 0.0193×mRASSF1A + 0.0015×mGSTP1. 

A double-log-transformation is applied to sAFP and uBMK linear score as below for normalizations: 
 sAFP score = log[log(sAFP level) + 0.5]; 
 uBMK score = log[log(uBMK liner score) + 0.5], 

where constant 0.5 is added to ensure positive values for log-transformation. 
 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of sAFP score. 

The upper panels of Figures 1 and 2 are non-HCC population, and lower panels are HCC population. A 
scatter plot of joint distribution of sAFP and uBMK is displayed in Figure 3. 

Note there is a non-trivial point mass density at LLOD (-3.81 for sAFP score and -2.41 for uBMK score). 
Let S = sAFP + 3.81 and U = uBMK + 2.41. The joint distribution of sAFP score S and uBMK score U is 
formulated as below: 

fD(s, u) =�

𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷12, if s = 0 and 𝑢𝑢 = 0; 
𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷1𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷(𝑢𝑢), if s = 0 and 𝑢𝑢 > 0;
𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷2ℎ𝐷𝐷(s), if s > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑢𝑢 = 0;

(1− 𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷12 −  𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷1 − 𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷2𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠,𝑢𝑢), if s > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑢𝑢 > 0.

�                 (1) 

Where D denote the disease population as D=1 and 0 for HCC and non-HCC, respectively. The marginal 
distributions hD(s) and gD(u) for S and U, respectively, are log-normal distributions, and the joint distribution 
kD(s, u) of S and U is bivariate log-normal. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of uBMK score. 

 

 
Figure 3. Scatter plot of joint distribution of sAFP score and uBMK score. 
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The maximum likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters have been obtained with the sample data 
as below. 

f0(s,u) = 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

0.22 , if s = 0 and u = 0; 
0.04𝜑𝜑1([ln(𝑢𝑢) + 0.791]/1.02), if s = 0 and u > 0;
0.56𝜑𝜑1([ln(𝑠𝑠)− 0.48]/0.337), if s > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑢𝑢 = 0;

0.18𝜑𝜑2 ��
ln(𝑠𝑠)− 0.66
ln(𝑢𝑢) + 0.55� , �0.19 0.1

0.1 0.66�� , if s > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑢𝑢 > 0,

�               (2) 

f1(s,u) = 

⎩
⎨

⎧
 

0.01, if s = 0 and u > 0;
0.15𝜑𝜑1([ln(𝑠𝑠)− 1.33]/0.74), if s > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑢𝑢 = 0;

0.84𝜑𝜑2[�ln(𝑠𝑠)− 1.18
ln(𝑢𝑢) + 0.59� , �0.47 0.01

0.01 0.25�], if s > 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑢𝑢 > 0,
�                (3) 

where 𝜑𝜑1(𝑥𝑥)  and 𝜑𝜑2(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)  are the density functions of the standard univariate and bivariate normal 
distributions, respectively. 

Evaluations of HCC Screening Tests 
The HCC screening tests can be formulated as classification models. Let S and U denote the test results 

and cs and cu be the cutoffs for sAFP and uBMK scores, respectively. The positive result will classify as HCC 
by sAFP or uBMK, if S ≥ cs or U ≥ cu, respectively, and non-disease otherwise. 

The joint distribution of (S, U) is denoted as 

 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠,𝑢𝑢) = � � 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦
𝑦𝑦<𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥<𝑠𝑠

 

where 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠,𝑢𝑢) is the joint density function given by Equation (2) and (3). 
The precision of tests can be described as sensitivity (the probability of true positive classification) and 

specificity (the probability of true negative). For given cutoff, the area under curve of receiver operating 
characteristic (AUROC, Hanley & McNeil, 1982; Mason & Graham, 2002) of the test is simplified as 
(sensitivity + specificity)/2, the half of the sum of specificity and sensitivity, which is an overall assessment of 
the test accuracy. 

There are several commonly used methods to combine two test results S and U together to improve the 
accuracy of screening result. The most often used method is to have a linear combination of two tests Z = a0 + 
a1S + a2U, or additive model Z = bs(S, β1) + bu(U, β2) with some function bs() and bu() and parameters β1 and β2. 
Also, one can use “both positive” rule Z = (S > cs and U > cu) for higher specificity and “either positive” rule Z 
= (S > cs or U > cu) for higher sensitivity. However, all of methods mentioned above need to have both tests 
done, although the order of the tests is not the matter. 

From clinical practice point of view, sequential tests are usually preformed. For example, a “standard” 
screening test is followed by a newly developed test; an easy test is followed by a complicate test; non-invasive 
test is followed by an invasive test, or preferred test is followed by a non-preferred test. Using sequential test 
process, both patients and clinicians can save time and money by avoiding non-necessary test. Also, two cutoff 
values could be adjusted for each test to increase the accuracy of screening tests for difference purposes. For 
example, higher sensitivity will be requested to detect disease indicators, and the overall accuracy is needed to 
establish disease absence or presence. Certainly, the order of tests is the matter in sequential test process. Based 
on a classification tree structure, two-step sequential tests will be discussed in the following sections 
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Two-Step Sequential Tests 
A classification tree based two-step sequential test can be performed as either positive or negative results 

of Test 1 followed by Test 2. It is followed from some simple algebraic operations that, if positive (negative) 
results of Test 1 are followed by Test 2, respectively sensitivity (specificity) will never be increased and 
specificity (sensitivity) will never be decreased. 

Assume that there are two HCC screening tests available, and consider the sequential test that Test 1 
negative followed by Test 2, which is equivalent “either positive” rule, i.e., a patient classified as HCC only if 
either sAFP or uBMK positive to increase the sensitivity of the HCC screening test. 

For given cutoff values cs and cu for sAFP and uBMK, respectively, it follows from Eq. 3 that, for the 
sequential test, there are 

Sensitivity = P(diagnosis as HCC | D = 1) 

= P(S > cs or U > cu | D = 1) = 1 – F1(cs, cu);                     (4) 

Specificity = P(S ≤ cs and U ≤ cu | D = 0) = F0(cs, cu) ;                 (5) 

AUROC = (Sensitivity + Specificity)/2 = [F0(cs, cu) + 1 – F1(cs, cu)]/2;           (6) 

The sensitivity, specificity and AUROC can be calculated with the density functions estimated from 
equations (2) and (3). 

Optimal Criteria for HCC Screening Tests 
There optimal criteria can be applied to achieve the optimization by selecting the cutoff values for sAFP 

and uBMK for HCC screening tests. 

Global Optima 
Maximum AUROC = (Specificity + Sensitivity)/2 to have the best overall accuracy. The optimization can 

be obtained by selecting cutoff cs and cu to maximum the objective function given by Equation (6). 
Lg(cs, cu) = F0 (cs, cu) – F1 (cs, cu). 
However, the global optimal may not achieve a sufficient level on both sensitivity and specificity. 

Conditional Optima 
When sAFP is used for HCC screening test alone, the cutoff 0.2 ng/mL achieve about 90% specificity and 

about 50% sensitivity. In sequential test, it is reasonable to maximize the sensitivity on the condition of 
specificity sp = 90%, which can be obtained with Lagrange-multiplier method. The objective function is 

Lc(cs, cu, λ) = – F1 (cs, cu) + λ[ F0 (cs, cu) – sp]. 

Local Optima 
Local optima can be obtained by fixing one cutoff of either cs or cu and searching for the other to 

maximize sensitivity, specificity or AUROC. Since the process of two-dimension optimal is reduced to 
one-dimension search, it is easily to be implemented in computation. 

Optimal Results 
With the sAFP and uBMK data collected, the optimal cutoffs of sAFP and uBMK are calculated with 

various criterions (Table 1). 
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Table 1 
Optimal Cutoffs with Various Criteria 
Criterion sAFP Cutoff uBMK Cutoff Sensitivity Specificity AUROC 
Max AUROC 1.25 -0.25 0.903 0.905 0.904 
90% Specificity 1.20 -0.27 0.907 0.900 0.903 
Marginal a 0.90 -0.40 0.847 0.867 0.857 
uBMK+sAFP b 1.65 -0.40 0.875 0.908 0.891 
sAFP+uBMK c 0.90 0.75 0.769 0.877 0.823 
a. The cutoffs were based on the marginal distributions of sAFP and uBMK. 
b. Local optimal searching cutoff for sAFP conditionally on the fixed uBMK cutoff (cu = -0.4). 
c. Local optimal searching cutoff for uBMK conditionally on the fixed sAFP cutoff (cs = 0.9). 

 

The global optimal criterion to maximize AUROC leads the similar result as condition optimal criterion 
that maximizes sensitivity on the condition of keeping at least 90% of specificity. See the first two rows of 
Table 1 for detail. 

The result of local optima on AUROC by searching for uBMK cutoff conditional on fixed sAFP cutoff 
(0.9) is better than the result of searching for sAFP cutoff conditional on fixed uBMK cutoff (-0.4), and the 
latter doesn’t achieve at least 90% specificity. 

If the marginal cutoffs, which were obtained with sAFP and uBMK models separately without optimal 
process, cs = 0.9 and cu = -0.4 are used, the results is better than the HCC screening test with sAFP alone by the 
means of higher AUROC. However, it doesn’t achieve at least 90% specificity. 

Comparing the logistic models with sAFP, uBMK and both of sAFP and uBMK, the sequential model 
with maximum AUROC is the best not only in overall accuracy but also achieving at least 90% specificity 
(Table 2). Table 2 shows that the sequential HCC screening test can be improved by searching the cutoff values 
of sAFP and uBMK. 

 

Table 2 
Comparison of HCC Screening Tests 
Model Cutoff Sensitivity Specificty AUROC 
sAFP a cs = 0.9 0.631 0.901 0.766 
uBMK b cu = -0.4 0.845 0.901 0.873 
sAFP + uBMK c c = 0.16 0.893 0.901 0.897 
uBMK/sAFP d cs = 1.25, cu = -0.25 0.903 0.905 0.904 
a. Logistic model with sAFP , the cutoff was selected to achieve 90% specificity 
b. Logistic model with uBMK, the cutoff was selected to achieve 90% specificity 
c. Logistic model with both sAFP and uBMK, the cutoff was selected to achieve 90% specificity 
d. Sequential model that negative results of uBMK is followed by sAFP, and the cutoffs were selected to achieve maximum 
AUROC. 

Numerical Results of Bootstrap Simulations 
To evaluate the robustness of the sequential model proposed, bootstrap simulations have been conducted. 

With N=1000 bootstrap samples, the mean, standard deviation (SD) and 90% confident interval (CI) of 
AUROC, specificity and sensitivity are presented in Tables 3-5, respectively. 

The numerical results of the bootstrap simulation show that, for the sequential model propose, the 
coefficient of variation (CV%) of AUROC is about 15%, CV% of sensitivity is about 27%, and about CV% of 
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specificity is about 20%. Note that the lower bound of 90% CI is 0.89 for AUROC, 0.88 for both sensitivity 
and specificity. The numerical results of the bootstrap simulation indicate that the sequential model is relative 
robust. 

 

Table 3 
Bootstrap simulation results for AUROC (N=1000) 

 
 

Table 4 
Bootstrap simulation results for sensitivity (N=1000) 

 
Table 5 
Bootstrap simulation results for specificity (N=1000) 

 

Conclusions and Discussions 
Early detection of HCC is critical for the effective treatment. A classification tree-structured two-step 

sequential model that combines uBMK score and sAFP level has been proposed for more efficient HCC 
screening. Comparing with the logistic model using linear combination of sAFP and uBMK, the overall 
accuracy of the HCC screening has been improved in both sensitivity and specificity. 

The sequential test can reduce the cost and time by avoiding non-necessary tests. The sequential test 
proposed is to conduct the second test only if the negative result was obtained from the first test, which is 
equivalent to the rule of “either positive”. Therefore, the order of the two tests will not impact on the  
screening results. Based on the consideration of “non-invasive” test followed by invasive test, it can be 
recommended to clinical practice to conduct urine test first, and then do blood test only if the urine test result is 
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negative. 
Based on the data collected from uBMK and sAFP, a joint distribution with point mass probability has 

been derived to model the non-trivial portion of below LLOD values. Figures 4, 5 and 6 are the visualization of 
the objective functions by cutoff values for AUROC, sensitivity and specificity. The numerical results show 
that the statistical model very well describes the sAFP and uBMK data. 

 

 
Raw Data 

 
Model Data 
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Figure 4. AUROC by cutoff. 

 
Raw Data 

 
Model Data 

Figure 5. Sensitivity by cutoff. 
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Raw Data 

 
Model Data 

Figure 6. Specificity by cutoff. 
 

Several optimal criteria have been discussed, and the sequential test can be optimized by selecting the 
cutoffs. Bootstrap sample simulations also show the robust classification results with the optimal cutoff. 

The data presented in this article should be considered as a “Training Set”. To apply the sequential test for 
HCC screening in clinical practice, the model needs to be validated by more double-blinded test data. Also, to 
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establish a standard HCC screening tool, demographics factor may be taken into the model, such as race, 
gender, and age. 

From statistics point of view, the joint distribution with point mass probability can be used for other 
biomarker data analysis with non-trivial below LLOD values. The bivariate distribution can also be extended to 
multivariate distribution. However, statistical properties of the model parameter estimate need to be further 
discussed in general. For example, the asymptotical properties MLE may need to be investigated by checking 
the regularity conditions with the point mass probability. 
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